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THE LATEST FORM OF DEVIL WORSHIP

By Rev. Basil Wrighton, M.A.

The legend of Faust is the most metaphysical of all legends, for its theme is the deliberate choice by man of ultimate Evil instead of ultimate Good. And, of all the myths and legends of the past, it is the most fearfully prophetic of the age we live in.

Faust, the master of sciences and magic arts, sells his soul to the devil, barters his prospect of eternal happiness for the tempter's promise of unlimited power and enjoyment in this life. He gets what he bargained for; and so does the devil. A day comes when the devil claims his own and carries off the soul of Faust to eternal damnation. (It is only a later version of the story, the version immortalised by Goethe, which introduces the redemption of Faust.)

We may see in Faust an image of modern man, man who has at last come of age, or thinks he has come of age. He has cast off the childish superstitions of past ages and the restraints of traditional morality. He has emancipated himself from poetry, from philosophy and from religion. He has split the atom and is landing on the moon. "God is dead," he cries in triumph, and the world lies at his feet. He still calls himself a "humanist", but his humanism is a very different thing from what we used to understand by that term. It is chiefly a matter of applied science, social engineering, compulsory welfare, control of life and reproduction by test-tube methods, and (of course) vivisection.

Contemporary man stands at a parting of the ways, at a major crisis of evolution. What wonder if our mind is carried back to the fateful figure of Faust, with the world of his dreams opening before him and Mephistopheles whispering at his elbow: "All this will I give thee if thou wilt fall down and adore me."

It is only recently that we began to realize what a long period of evolution has gone to the making of man as he is now -- long ages of physical evolution, followed by further long ages of struggle to master the environment, before he could even begin the work of civilization and education which has occupied the last five thousand years or so and is still far from complete. The general purpose of this long process of evolution and civilization is to bring out and strengthen what is best and highest in human nature -- to develop man's spiritual potentialities.

Apart from religious movements, perhaps the biggest educational step forward was made in the days of Plato, twenty-four centuries ago. The Platonic idea of education, the old humanism, which has so largely shaped our western culture, puts before man the quest of
what is true, what is beautiful, and what is good.

THE MORAL IMPERATIVE

We have a mind, a power of thought which ranges far beyond the bodily senses and so differentiates us from all other living creatures and makes us truly human. The mind has an impulse to know the nature and causes of things with all possible completeness and certainty, to separate truth from falsehood.

Then we have senses, perceptions of the world around us, which are not limited to the quest of nourishment and protection for the body, but delight in forms and colors and sounds for their own sake, as objects of aesthetic contemplation.

Again, we have an idea of goodness which is concerned not only with what is good for me as an individual animal in the struggle for survival, or even for my tribe or species in the competition with other tribes, or species. We have an idea of what is universally good and desirable, and conversely of what is universally bad and ought to be avoided at all costs: this is the idea of ethical or moral goodness, the imperative of conscience.

Platonism tended to identify the Good at its highest level with the supreme Being, that is, with God, conceived in a somewhat vague and impersonal way, and to fuse it with the ideas of truth and beauty as aspects of the same transcendent reality. So the old humanism did not exclude, but acknowledged and paid its homage to a super-human Power, making for righteousness.

Christianity took this line of thought further, conceiving God in a more personal way and the qualities of truth, beauty, goodness and so forth as his attributes. He was infinite Truth, infinite Beauty, infinite Goodness, and so forth; and these qualities were reflected or participated on a finite level in the beings he had created — just as the Platonic Ideas were the eternal patterns of everything that exists in the world of space and time.

Christian thought took over also, from its religious sources, the notion of a transcendent Evil as against the transcendent Good, in rebellion against it and at war with it — the notion of a personal Devil at war with God on the territory of the created world and particularly of the human soul, denying and reversing the ultimate values associated with God.

This idea of a personal Devil does not seem to be much in favor these days; and I am not trying now to prove his existence to you. But I would like to remark in passing that you, who are concerned about cruelty to animals and know so much more about it than the average man, have every opportunity to observe in the course of your investigations, what I may be allowed to call the footprints of Satan.

Man as he actually is, as we know him to be, falls far short
of the Platonic or humanist ideal, to say nothing of the Christian ideal. Something has gone wrong with him. As I am steering clear of religious dogma on this occasion, I will sum it up in that well known line from an old pagan poet: "Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor." (I see the better things and approve them, I follow the worse.)

THE HOPE OF REDEMPTION

That is the common human experience. We acclaim these ideals of goodness, truth and beauty whenever they are put before us; but we seldom live up to them. In spite of our efforts we are always lapsing into evil, error and ugliness. Man's history, and the literature and art which adorn it, are chiefly concerned with these lapses, these mistakes and crimes. But running through it all is the constant, ever-renewed effort to do better, the tears of repentance, the struggle to rise again after each fall. If it were not for this there would be no interest in man's history; it would be simply a catalogue of horrors, fit only to be thrust out of sight. Out of the conflict between good and evil rises the hope of redemption and of the final victory of good.

This is what made Goethe choose a different version of the Faust story, ending with the villain's redemption. Faust became thus a symbol of erring but redeemed humanity, and the drama grew into a much greater and more inspiring work of art than the old damnation story, as we have it for instance, in Marlowe's play.

But let us go back to this older version for the unpleasant truth it contains. It assumes that there is a depth of evil which defies redemption and goes open-eyed into eternal perdition. Christians have always seen this as a fearful possibility, the inevitable reverse side of man's privilege of free-will. Beside the sins of weakness which make up the greater part of man's crime-sheet, there are sins of pure malice: doing evil for evil's sake, trampling on goodness, truth and beauty and delighting in doing so. This reversal of ultimate values is represented most memorably by Milton in "Paradise Lost", where he makes Satan cry "Evil, be thou my Good!"

I think we can say without fear of dispute that the most typical of these sins of malice is cruelty: the deliberate infliction of pain on another being for one's own ends. This is certainly the blackest streak in the composition of man. It admits further of a last degree of malice which we call sadism: inflicting pain for the sheer pleasure of doing so. Cruelty is then the most satanic of sins, the least excusable and the furthest from redemption.

You will see now what I meant in referring to the "footprints of Satan" which your work must bring constantly before you. Vivisection has been truly called the ne plus ultra of cruelty: it is impossible to think of anything more cruel. Yet this monstrous thing, which crept into the world behind closed doors and in a shame-faced conspiracy of silence, has now become the openly acknowledged tool of research for the biological and medical sciences, used on a (Cont. on page 26).
Mario: "Mary, there is a Being here who wishes to write."

"I want to tell you I am a being from your Inner Earth. I am not as you are. I am not as you know others to be who come from outer space for destruction. I am a Being that lives within the trees under the Earth's inner crust.

"I live in tune with the energy life force that gives the tree its life. I am what you would compare to a Deva upon the surface but I am of the inner surface. I was brought here on purpose to learn of the outer world, and the activities of people like yourself who will be in tune with the life force or Cosmic force in all things. You call this the Christ Force or High Self, they tell me. I would answer questions to the best of my ability for you concerning the Inner Earth."

"Will your kind work openly with mortals after the great change soon to take place?" asked Andy Hardie.

"Yes, this is why I am here, to be made ready to command my fellow workers to join with the Deva world upon your surface when this chaotic period is over. I am like unto a lesser God who is in charge of the flow of energy into the plant world. I am a sub-Lord under the influence of the great Solar Lord of Growth. I have never lived as you live. I have obtained my station through the evolving Kingdoms of the plant and nature world. We shall be as one in the sense that we and those I work with, and through, shall be visible to all who will be upon the surface of the Earth.

"The plane that you call the 3rd Dimension shall be no more, and there shall be openings of large size that will enable you of earth to travel with no effort into my world below the surface, and into the Central portion of the earth. These shall be cleansed of all filth and negation, just as all things on Earth's surface shall be cleansed."

"What will happen to all the Devas and nature spirits while this planetary upheaval is taking place?"

"Much of the Deva Kingdom I work in shall go into a cell-like storage to be purified, and fortified for the New Christ Work we shall do. This we shall tell all mankind is what we have been preparing for in the past centuries of toil and effort; for we too..."
will be raised in vibratory rate; and this will eliminate all dwarf-fism and ugliness from my Gnomes and dwarf-type Elementals. Only perfection in miniature shall be seen by you of the New Earth.

"I leave you now. My given time is through and I must return to my people. I shall pray in my own way for you of the Surface World until we are one in all ways. I am LEATHANA."

We can thank this Earth God, Leathana, for fleshing out the bare bones of the Master D.K.'s cryptic statement on page 519 of Alice Bailey's "Esoteric Astrology", first published in 1950:

"1. Our Earth, being a non-sacred planet, is in process of becoming a sacred planet. This means an interim of upheaval, chaos and of difficulty.

"2. This transference out of the lower states of consciousness, expressed through the lower centers, into a higher state, can and will take place in this world period and in this century if humanity so wills it, if the Forces of Light eventually triumph and if the new world order comes into being. This it will do if the lessons of the war are learnt and right action follows as a result."

So this battered old globe is in the process of becoming a Sacred Planet and, according to Leathana, we'll all be so ethereal-ized we'll no longer be visible or tangible to the old humanity of the Piscean Age. But we will be fully conscious of the Angel and Elemental evolutions and also of the ethereal space Visitors from the other Sacred Planets!

THE COMING RE-LANDSCAPING OF THE EARTH

After Leathana's departure for the inner realms below the surface, Marian's guide, Mario, made these observations through her:

"He or it -- as there is no sex involved but a blending of both -- he, as I would call him, dwells in an aura of green from shimmering new growth green into a deep dark green. He had an odor not unlike moss or wood of the hemlock variety. There were other fragrances that came from his aura, like blossoms and woody perfume.

"He is a God in his own kingdom, and very evolved. He is here upon the surface in preparation for New Age work with our surface kingdom of nature and plant life. He will, after the cleansing, be brought to the surface to assist in the landscaping and planting of all the Inner Worlds' beauty, plus the handling of millions of types of seed, root and bulb species that shall be brought to Earth from other worlds to be grown here in a new vibration.

"I must add that your surface will be of a finer, more etheric like texture even in your greenery, which will not only be green but of many other hues of color. We felt since there is such a love in all of you for flowers, greenery and trees, that you would
like to meet someone positive that was involved in the business of preparing for the New Age before us.

"He was watching you prepare the flower arrangement this afternoon and shed his love upon your aura as you placed the shades of pink and lavender with care. He too is part of your world now; for he will be travelling back and forth in his way, serving that which we all serve, the God within."

AN INCOMING, DEDICATED SOUL

This lad was the first human entity that wrote through Andy Hardie's daughters 17 years ago when they started this form of service to the Light. He gave them a hard time for awhile but he was intelligent enough to be willing to observe and learn.

"I'm here today to ask a favor of you three. I would like you to give me your blessings for I am going to incarnate again shortly, and will be given a special assignment for the New Age. It seems that through my experience with you and Virginia I was able to learn much more than I would ever have learned if I had not come to write through your hand long years ago.

"Now that I have watched, and waited, and studied what you have studied, I have been approached by Teachers here and encouraged to come back into the flesh through birth. This will enable me to erase from my aura, and make up the mistakes and errors of the past life I led. I was like lead -- no kidding about that. Now I see the work you three are starting upon and I can't bear to be here and not active on the earth when I see so much that will be taking place.

"I will not be able to write again; so I ask in the name of Christ, and all your God-filled teachers, for your kind thoughts and blessings.

I am Jack Lamby."

After which one of the Hardies' Ministering Spirits added this:
"Yes, there are many who are on the verge of re-incarnating again, taking up the banner of Truth, and their efforts shall be in the Spiritual Avenues of thought and action. These souls who have made effort here to learn and apply will be the most valuable leaders that you of Earth shall have tomorrow. There shall be very little comparison between your lost youth of today and those preparing to take the robe of flesh in the next few years.

"I overheard your remarks concerning the souls that performed their spiritual duties through the forming years of America and the lack of this Divine Essence in the youth of today. I should like you to know that again there will be that Divine Spark present in the young, and the New Age shall be one of youth and beauty for all.

"Be of good cheer -- we are all tested -- but not without reason.

I am Sananda."
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A SPRINGFIELD ABORTIONIST DESCRIBED

Editor of the Springfield, Massachusetts "Republican" in the mid-1800s, Samuel Bowles Continued His Journalism Through The Veil In 1881. Abortion and the Liberalizing of Abortion Laws Are Much in the News Now; So This 4th Dimensional View May Be Of Interest.

I have touched upon the contrasts between good and bad people in professional and business life, and would willingly carry these contrasts into the humblest occupations of men, but I think you see my purpose, which is to show you that nature's laws have placed you as a resident on earth for a purpose. Those who passed to spirit life see the great waste involved by a lack of proper education. Therefore it is our duty to help educate the earth people, and teach them that the acts of life to live after death, that nothing is trivial, that every hour means something, either for your eternal happiness, or something to retard that happiness.

When a proper view of this is taken it will show you that all time is worse than wasted that does not tend to purify, physically and spiritually. As weeds in your garden, in a short time, will far out-number its fruits; so you then, with the garden of the soul to care for, must see how much more rapid is the growth of evil than the growth of good.

I would have spiritualism enter into everything, guiding the child at his play, the student in his work, and the statesman in his power, showing that all immortal souls are precious and capable of wondrous growth for good, or evil. While Christians say of spiritualism, begone, they know not what a power they are attempting to cast aside. Neither do they know the help that would come to them by accepting the only real proof of immortality that life gives, save the records of sacred history.

But it is as idle for me to strive to open their hearts by little efforts of mine, as for a boy to expect to overthrow a mighty edifice by hurling pebbles at it. They must learn to let in the light as they have heretofore learned to discard the theory of infant damnation, or the doctrine of brimstone as an ingredient of orthodox hell fire.

After writing the other day of the experience of two physicians, on entrance to spirit life, my mind was most forcibly called back to it by witnessing a scene, where two motherly hearts were trying to direct the steps of a woman, who even in spirit life was a maniac.

"If you take me there and leave me alone, they will be running
in and telling me over and over again that I murdered them," and screams rent the air after this poor unfortunate was persuaded to avail herself of one of the hospitals for sick souls. I listened to her story from one who had been acquainted with her in earth life.

A PETTED CHILD OF FASHION

"No fairer girl ever lived than this poor sick soul at the age of sixteen," she told me. "Surrounded by love, with all the advantages that wealth could give, she was the petted child of fashion. But the influences at her home were not ennobling. To look well, to dress well, to dance well, and to captivate the opposite sex, was the sum total of her existence. Yet even with these traits, there was much that was lovely in her nature, and had her mother seen the necessity of instilling pure thoughts and principles in her mind, she might have been saved.

"American independence ought to place its children on too high an elevation, to have them fall down and worship foreign nobility. But such is not the case. To be honored by the notice of one of the class from whom our fathers fought to free themselves, appears to some people to be of great importance. The title of nobleman is thought to be of more value than the possession of a good character.

"Instead of shielding her daughter from such an acquaintance, this mother encouraged it, and at the age of eighteen, her daughter's virtue had been laid on the shrine of a false nobility. For this man was neither titled nor wealthy, and after borrowing all the money he could of the girl's father, while 'waiting for funds', he disappeared.

"The downcast face of the daughter soon told its story and the family physician was called in, and under strict promise of secrecy a little life was sent on its mission to eternity. The daughter recovered; no one save those interested knew of this secret sin. Her heart soon healed of the old wound and within a year she gave her hand in marriage to one in the same fashionable set as herself. She was young and gay and could not give her time to motherhood, and so one after another, the mother sacrificed her unborn babes.

"At last surfeited with fashionable life, she made up her mind it would be really nice to have a child to brighten up the house, and determined at last to allow nature to take its course. But Nature always avenges her own wrongs. With all the care that could be used, she could not go beyond the month in which she had been accustomed to send her children to spirit life. This woman, in some degree, found out her mistake while in earth life; for when her lonely heart cried out for companionship, the answer to herself was, 'I do not deserve the blessing of children. I have given the best of my life to fashion. I have outraged my better nature, and now I am trying to give this poor remnant of a wasted life to bring forth that which all these years I have hindered.' So intense was her thought on this subject in the weary days of sickness, that her
brain became diseased and she left earth and entered spirit life a maniac.

THE GENERATION GAP IN HELL

"The subtle chord ever existing between mother and child tells her constantly which are her children, and their coldness and avoidance of her is indeed hell to her. She moans for her lost girlhood, prays that the blight may not always be upon her children; but as yet no comforting interchange between mother and children has taken place. The children, so dwarfed to what they might have been, require the wisest care from the best of teachers. Sullen and suspicious in their natures, they are indeed a fitting tribute to lay on fashion's altar."

"How long before a better state of things will come?" I ask.

"So long," said she, "that children will be born in earth life, grow old, and come over here and find these poor waifs but little farther progressed than now. Though everything will be done for all parties that is possible, yet it takes a long time for the muddy fountain of an immortal soul to become pure."

I pondered long, whether this was a fitting subject to put before you there on earth, or whether it would be rightly understood; but at last made up my mind that whether understood or not I would do my duty. If I can by this paper, stay the hand of one abortionist (and I have in my mind one in your city whose hands are red with the blood from slaughtered innocents,) or cause one woman to stop in her career of wickedness, I would willingly face all possible objections, by saying I have only done my duty.

Women who read this, search your past and see what will face you in eternity; and if you do not feel like taking all the responsibilities of married life, do not enter that relation; for as sure as continued existence is a fact your sin will find you out. Neither does the mother who allows these wrongs and becomes a partner to them, suffer alone. The husband, engrossed in business and gaiety, may not stop to think there, but will be made to think here! The reproach to him is quite as great, for though his hand has not done the deed, he has paid the abortionist to do it, and therefore becomes a party to the crime of murdering his own children. His manhood is debased, his self-respect gone.

It is a severe punishment to go for a long period through spirit life, with head bowed down, hardly daring to lift it because he expects reproachful looks. We need no gossiping women to tell tales here; for if we stop to read, each soul has more or less of a history stamped in indelible letters on his face; and spirit life shows us to each other as we are.

But if the mother and father suffer in this way, words will fail to picture the sufferings of the person who has builded costly mansions, purchased fine horses, and every day been envied by his
apparently less fortunate brethren.

As I before remarked, my mind turns to one in your city who, though it may not be generally known, owes most of his monetary success to the taking of human life. He does not now consider it a sin, and as he thinks, will give wise ideas as to when there is life in the foetus, and smiles pityingly on ignorance that thinks abortion may be wrong at any period. He is enjoying what wealth has come to him at the cost of life. He is respected now and calls a class of patients from among the wealthy; therefore he is willing to drop the lower classes on whom he first tried his experiments.

But I could today draw a pen picture of him as he is; then another of what he will be in spirit life. When once the man is stripped of all his adornings, he will stand out as he is, wicked, blood stained; one more wicked than the traditional Herod, because then mothers wept. But in murders of this kind the mother is a party, and money, not power, is wanted. Think of children fleeing as from a pestilence at his approach; for here children are not told untruths and turned off with careless answers. They are told the truth and know their friends will not lead them wrong. I can see naught but darkness for a long time for such a life. I would help many if I could, but law is immutable and must be obeyed. Men and women who have made this dangerous and unlawful practice a part of your life, I am writing to you; and I ask you to study carefully this chapter. Disbelieve if you will, say all you can against it, but remember you will wake up in eternity and find it a dreadful reality.

* * *

BABIES HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING, ON THE OTHER SIDE

What says the Inner Circle? On Sept. 5, 1948, while Control Charles Lingford was talking through Mark Probart, a visitor observed: "When we come into this world as babies, we have help from our parents and others. Do we have help in the same way when we pass into the other world?"

"Well, babies who pass on early are, like all children, well taken care of," replied Lingford. "They have the best of everything. But adults through their years of thinking, their years of living, have built a mental picture of themselves; they have prepared a mental condition for themselves when they step out of physical life. In some cases the newly-departed soul or entity finds himself utterly alone. But this condition is generally brought about by extreme ill living -- a criminal mind who has preyed upon his fellowman. He finds himself utterly alone for a long period of time. But, even so, in due course, he is led out of the darkness and aloneness and comes once more into the light of living and comradeship with his fellowman. It is my belief that there is no human being, no matter how degraded he may seem to you on earth, who has not the opportunity to work out his condition in time."

(From BSRA No. 8-C, Seance Memoranda, 92 pages, mimeo, $1.25 pp.)

"THE GREATEST FINANCIAL MISTAKE OF MY LIFE"
Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, 1861-1864
By Robert Bruce Record

Where ignorance is bliss, it is folly to be wise. This is a proverb that seems so well to fit the current economic dilemma in this country. It has also been said that what people don't know won't hurt them; but this is not always true and in the case of the ignorance prevailing among most Americans with respect to our debt money system, the harm done is almost incomputable.

What the average (about 98% of our people) do not know is, that from the days of George Washington, yea, even before this country had fought for and won its independence, the facts about sound, honest money were suppressed by the banks. When Benjamin Franklin let it be known in England that the Colonies were prosperous because they issued their own money -- called Colonial Scrip -- in proportion to the demands of trade and industry, the Rothschild Bank, when they learned of it, caused a bill to be introduced in the English Parliament which provided that no Colony of England could issue its own money. Here was a colony that was exposing their racket, interest-bearing bank notes. Here was a colony that was declaring to the world that it could issue its own money, instead of borrowing it through the banks. This would never do!

During the days of the Civil War when the North was hard pressed and in financial difficulties, the banks sought to take advantage of the situation by forcing the North to pay them 28% interest! Lincoln refused. He turned instead to the Constitution and found that Congress had the right to issue its own money, and he caused to have printed $450 million worth of honest money, interest free and debt free.

As might be expected this issuing of Greenbacks, as they were called, caused a great furor in the banking circles of the world. An editorial appeared in the London "Times" which, like many metropolitan newspapers was controlled by the banks. It said:

"If this mischievous financial policy, which has its origin in the North American Republic, shall become undurated down to a fixture, then that Government will furnish its own money without cost. It will pay off its debts and be without debt. It will have all the money necessary to carry on its commerce. It will become prosperous without precedent in the history of the world. The brains and wealth of all countries will go to North America. That Government must be destroyed or it will destroy every monarchy on the globe."

The bankers then hurriedly held a convention in Washington. They apparently had little trouble convincing many gullible and vul-
erable Senators and Congressmen, and the National Bank Act of 1863 was drafted and passed. This put an end to any further issuing of non-interest-bearing Greenbacks. Not long after this, Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury at the time, said:

"My agency in promoting the passage of the National Banking Act was the greatest financial mistake of my life. It has built up a monopoly which affects every interest in the country. It should be repealed; but before this can be accomplished, the people will be arrayed on the one side and the banks on the other, in a contest such as we have never seen in this country."

Lincoln vowed that he would deal with the bankers after the war, and this is believed by many to be the real cause for his assassination.

Then on Dec. 23, 1913 a privately owned Federal Reserve Corporation inveigled Congress to sign over to them their Constitutional right to coin our money and regulate the value thereof. This Federal Reserve System was foisted upon the American people by a small minority of dupes in Congress after the great majority of loyal Congressmen had gone home for Christmas. It is one of the most fantastic and unbelievable frauds ever perpetrated on a civilized nation.

But the facts we have stated here have been suppressed. So much so that even most of our modern economists are unfamiliar with them; or they have been so indoctrinated in the Babylonian Debt System as not to be able to detect the false from the good. Thus it is that we are all blissful in our ignorance. We rest contented in the notion that we are truly suffering from inflation, and that by subjecting ourselves to the curse of a planned money scarcity everything will turn out all right.

**IT AFFECTS EVERY AMERICAN HOUSEHOLD**

One congressman who is not blissfully ignorant of the results of the public debt system created by the National Bank Act of 1863 is Richard Roudebush, Republican, Indiana. In his Newsletter to his constituents, Oct. 31, 1968 he wrote this: "An item in the latest Federal budget escaped great attention but its significance affects every American household. I refer to the $15.3 billion interest on the public debt for the current 1969 fiscal year. This latest estimate means that there is now in effect an interest charge of about $76 a year against every man, woman and child in the United States, and $304 a year against every family of four persons. This, of course, is a charge against American taxpayers. This heavy interest obligation is one measure of the impact of the extravagant spending policies of the present administration.

"Two major factors in the interest obligation are the increase in the public debt due to deficit financing, and the rise in interest rates to the highest level in nearly a century. A basic cause of the rise in interest rates has been the heavy borrowing by the
Federal Government. Deficit financing has boosted the public debt $70 since the 1961 fiscal year, and the interest on the public debt has increased nearly 90 percent.

"To gain an idea of how much the Federal Government is now spending in interest on the public debt, consider these examples of what an interest charge of $15.3 billion a year would do if applied to other uses. It would pay a salary of more than $100 a week to all of the 2.8 million persons reported to be unemployed in August. It would build every two years a $25,000 home for 1.2 million families. It would provide more than $125 a month to all of the 10 million persons who, according to some accounts, are said to be undernourished in the United States. It would $40 worth of food at every grocery each week for 7,355,000 families. It would buy two $75 suits a year for half the population of the country."

Those of us who are concerned about the high cost of living can be grateful to Congressman Roudebush for making clear to us the enormous load of public debt imposed on us by the private banking system; but the only solution he offers is to put the blame on the other political party, which is no solution at all! This is merely a cover-up which outrages the younger generation looking for real solutions to real problems.

THEN CAME ISLA VISTA IN FEBRUARY

Over a hundred years have passed since Lincoln's Secretary of the Treasury made his gloomy prophecy. Have the activist pupils at the University of California at Santa Barbara made Salmon P. Chase a prophet with honor? Perhaps it is too early to tell but the burning of the Isla Vista branch of the Bank of America in the university community, during a couple of nights of rioting at the end of February may be the first step toward "repeal" of the National Bank Act of 1863 forseen by Chase.

"The bank building, valued at more than $250,000, was reduced to a charred shell but there was no attempt at robbery. One demonstrator said the bank was singled out because it 'is the representative here of the Establishment.'" LA "Times", March 1, 1970.

The money-lenders were quickly back in business again at the same spot with a pre-fabricated structure. This served undisturbed for several weeks, until the student activists ganged up on the place again Thursday night, April 16th, when firebombs were thrown through the windows. Authorities clamped a dawn to dusk curfew on the community. The police moved in in force and there was the usual violence, including the mortal wounding of one student by a policeman. The boy had gone into the bank to help put out the fire. By Sunday night, according to a "Times" reporter: "Isla Vista took on the appearance of an occupied city, with an estimated 250 to 300 sheriff's deputies and highway patrolmen stationed at strategic points. About 100 stood guard around the bank while others patrolled other parts of the community."
I am from the land of Bridey Murphy and Ted Serios. My wife and I live in a 30-room, 5-fireplace, English Tudor, 48-year old dwelling (in Denver) that has poltergeist phenomena recurring regularly and irregularly. My wife is a graphologist and a psychic sensitive. She helps me in my work with hypnosis and behavior problems by giving advance knowledge of the problem through grapho-analytic and spiritual sensitivity work. We function together as a team.

Twenty-one years ago, while a graduate student at the University of Minnesota, I became interested in animal behavior, particularly the instinctual know-how capabilities of lower animals in relation to the highest of all animals, Homo sapiens. When I became a hypnotist I discovered that the theory that humans are non-instinctual was wrong. By exploring the sub-conscious mind I found things of which I had not been aware, one of which instinct. So I came up with a simple theory based upon the fact that the inner portion of the human brain looks anatomically like the total brain of the lower animal and is called the animal brain.

This inner portion of the human brain which resembles the total brain of the lower animal functions like the brain of the lower animal. We have, at the subconscious level, an instinctual capability every bit as capable as the lower animals. Every one of us has a carry-over from the evolutionary process of becoming a more complex animal, and we have not lost the abilities of the less complex.

Theoretically, to me, the subconscious mind is . representative of many things, one of which is that in the animalistic carryover from the evolutionary physical process of becoming a human being we have retained at the subconscious level the capabilities of the instinctual behavior of the lower animals. How can this be proved?

In the first place, fifty percent of the brain is the cortex which houses the functions of reason, logic, and abstract thinking, recent memory and so forth. This is more highly developed than in any other animal. In neuro-physical work done with dolphins it was discovered that dolphins share with us the fifty percent mass of brain cortex comparable to humans; and they are, in my opinion, far more advanced than we are in practically every way. Dolphins can verbalize at a higher and faster rate. Further, they talk at such a high frequency and so rapidly that it was only discovered accidentally in the laboratory when the tape recorder was played back at the wrong speed that the older dolphin was actually gossiping.
about the humans to the younger dolphins! Dolphins are so much more intelligent that it is easier for them to learn English than it is for the English to learn Dolphinese. It is noted that the high frequency of speaking and rapidity of thinking employed by dolphins would necessitate an altered state of conscious awareness in humans if the humans were to emulate the dolphins. The dolphins utilize extra-sensory perception in their daily lives. This is factual; experiments have borne it out.

LET GEORGE DO IT

Dolphins are more spiritually developed than humans. They actually love one another! They don't hurt one another, and they have been known to rescue shipwrecked sailors. Why are the dolphins more advanced than we are? Could it be because water occupied the planet Earth before land did?

For speedy purposes let us call the subconscious, animalistic, carried-over, evolved aspect of the lower animal, "George". Let George do it! If we can learn to utilize the subconscious level of our minds we will improve in many ways and be able to adjust to the stress of everyday living with more serenity than if we were incapable of using our subconscious George.

In order to get to George, though, we have a problem. There is that thick cortex which in the involvement of electromagnetic nerve synapses places the subconscious mind truly below the level of consciousness. How can we penetrate the conscious mind to get to the subconscious? There are methods of consciousness expansion. There are a certain number of people who don't have to do any of this expanding. They have been born with the gift of reaching their subconscious minds -- the capability of functioning on a subconscious level consciously. This is a wonderful gift. The same percentage of the public is capable of going into a good deep hypnotic trance.

We cannot get away from religion in the field of parapsychology because when we open the trap door from the conscious mind exposing effects from the subconscious, we find something inescapable. We find that we are dealing not only with animalistic aspects of perception, but also we are dealing with what to me is termed the non-corporeal, total, personal agent, the soul, the YOU that pre-existed before this body, and will exist after your body goes back from whence it came. You will still be you. We find from our studies the inescapable reality of this part of human existence which I feel is spiritual rather than physical.

One reason I feel this to be true is the lack of need for oxygen. We find that George functions better without oxygen, whereas the conscious mind needs oxygen. We find the lack of need of rest. The subconscious awareness and its perceptions continue constantly day and night. I know of no other bodily functions like nerve or muscle that can function continuously without rest. The conscious mind, being bodily in its nature, must go to sleep and rest in order to function, but your George functions days and nights.
sporadic, spontaneous extra-sensory perception coming from that level is in the same frequency in the waking stages as in the sleeping stages, thus confirming that this is a spiritual aspect we are dealing with, not a bodily one.

"ALL HYPNOSIS IS SELF-HYPNOSIS"

I was one of the first doctors to use hypnosis, not only in the field of natural childbirth, but also in the fields of frigidity, menstrual cramps, migraine headaches, spastic colons, marital problems. I am a marriage counselor and I use hypnosis regularly. Hypnosis is an over-simplified definition of the consciousness of your subconscious. I believe that all hypnosis is self-hypnosis. As a hypnotist I dont do something to someone. I teach individuals how to do things to themselves through self-alteration of consciousness awareness. Medical hypnosis is another tool that we are now sharpening.

The psychedelic drugs, handled intelligently and wisely, can be utilized in many wonderful ways. They can help the intractable schizophrenic who has not been cured on a couch. They can also be used to aid intractable alcoholics. Alcoholism is a personality disorder rather than a drug addiction. We are also giving these drugs to people who are dying inevitably, and we find with all three classes -- the schizos, the alcoholics, and the dying -- that there is a common effect: religious conversion! They commune with God. Through that communion they find peace, serenity, and purpose in living, and a method of renewed self-esteem by which they can straighten out the stresses in life.

So today in the field of psychotherapy we are utilizing religious conversion as a therapeutic tool, and finding it a most useful tool. We are finding that schizophrenics no longer need to escape to their little fantasy world. They can face reality when they have the awareness that comes through spiritual convictions, through consciousness expansion. We find the same thing with alcoholics, a new purpose, a knowledge that they were put on this planet in this physical body for a reason, and they should fulfill that reason. We find that people who died under morphine, out of their minds from medication, can die with dignity now. In fact, they get what one of them called "a preview of coming attractions"! They look on death as heavenly birth instead of earthly death. I think we are getting somewhere in the field of medicine when we incorporate consciousness-expanding drugs.

THE VALUE OF ABSOLUTE SILENCE

There are many other methods of expanding the consciousness. Silence will do it. Absolute silence. Loss of sensory perception. Underneath the conscious mind is an unexplored realm of a beautiful wilderness, unknown, yet with some wonderful aspects that are very practical in everyday life. If my pet theory is right, your George should function like the brain of the lower animals as well as look like it. Bears can hibernate in winter. Can you do that?
If we could tap your subconscious mind could we teach you as a human to hibernate? Should we? Can you think of any reason why we should hibernate?

**ALTERED AWARENESS FOR SPACE TRAVEL**

In outer space travel it takes nine months to go by the fastest rocket to the closest planet. The bear stays for nine months in a small enclosure and doesn't get restless. Could we train our astronauts through self-hypnosis to alter their awareness to the point where they could achieve suspension or animation, a temporary condition wherein their metabolism is decreased, their heart beats more slowly, their circulation is down, and they don't need as much oxygen? Knowledge of outer-space travel is going to depend upon the knowledge of inner space.

In the area of subliminal visual perception, my pet theory says that your George is an instinctual animal and should be capable of functioning like an instinctual animal. We notice that animals in the woods, predators, have rapid perception of all senses for purposes of life saving. But the civilized, super-developed, conscious minded humans have ponderously slow perception — slow perception of the civilized animal, rapid perception of the predatory animal.

Our conscious, slow perception of motion pictures causes the illusion of moving pictures. Actually moving pictures do not move. They are intermittent, jerky, still pictures. But we have reason to believe that the dog, the cat, the horse, and other animals see jerky, intermittent, still pictures. And so does your George. The sign EAT MORE POPCORN, inserted in movies, flicks by so fast that the conscious mind cannot see it. But George can. Subliminal advertising was incorporated into motion pictures for a full year on certain nights. The results showed a significant increase in popcorn sales on the nights when the sign was spliced into the movie film. When people were asked why they were eating so much popcorn, their response indicated what is known as "conscious cover-up". The conscious mind covered up the subconscious perceptions welling up without recognition.

Some of the popcorn eaters were asked to come and participate in a parapsychology test to be given a few days later. The ones who showed up for this test were hypnotized and their "unconsciousness" re-run back to the time of the movie. They were asked the same question, "Why are you eating so much popcorn?" They explained it was the sign constantly coming on the movie screen that urged them to do it. Laws have been enacted to protect the public against subliminal advertising. (True, but are they enforced? RHC.)

In this country education is being seriously hampered by a persistent refusal on the part of Boards of Education to study the subconscious mind. The study of hypnosis was practically forbidden in this country until fairly recently. Russia has not been handicapped that way. (That is, not since the Russian Orthodox Catholic
was destroyed by the Bolsheviks in 1917. Priesthoods, East and West, have always reserved the study of psychology and the practice of hypnosis for themselves -- Mental Monopoly to keep the public hypnotized and under control. Dr. Bradley probably knows this but is too polite to say it. RHC.)

THE MATHEMATICAL CONCEPT OF GOD

Russia has been studying psychology for years and is miles ahead of us in many respects. The cyberneticians, the mathematical geniuses of Russia, have arrived by actual mathematical formulae at a concept of a Supreme Being. They found that their probability curve did not fit the dynamics of human behavior, which indicated that "Somebody is running the show!" and that Somebody has a beneficent attitude toward humans. In other words, the high scientists of Russia who made that Sputnik found by actual calculation evidence of a Supreme Being. They found faith in a new spiritual awakening among the mathematicians of Russia.

We send our boys off to war, educated in institutions of higher learning, who don't even know they have a subconscious level of awareness. Think what the next dictator can do if humans don't know they have subconscious minds! It is important that we know how the brain functions in relation to living on this planet.

Subliminal perception is auditory as well as visual. Your dog is a good watchdog. He barks. He heard something that you didn't hear consciously. Can you hear things subconsciously? You can! Today we are utilizing subliminal auditory teaching, playing tape recordings to people under anesthesia. An anesthetized patient hears what is said even though he or she is unconscious. Paratroopers can be trained to learn their vocabulary faster through sleep teaching. They don't know it on the conscious level when they awaken in the morning. But when they study the vocabulary that was played to them at night via tape recorder they learn it in a shorter time.

Patients under anesthesia can benefit psychosomatically through tape recorded suggestions while they are asleep. Two groups of people who had had their stomachs removed were tested while they were under anesthesia. One group was given subliminal auditory constructive suggestions for rapid healing. The other group was given nothing. Results showed startling improvements in recovery for the group to which the suggestions were made. We have only begun to tap this wonderful aspect of human existence -- the power of mind over body. The mind should always relate to the body in beneficial ways.

Turning to the area of tactile sensations, we find the sense organ of the skin to be the largest and most important sense organ of the body. The skin carries with it a subconscious or subliminal tactile perception that is utterly marvelous. This is the means by which blind people can sense danger. Tactile perceptions of a baby and its mother sharpens the subconscious and extra-sensory perceptual awareness. With breast-fed babies, skin-to-skin contact is as im-
important as the nutrition. From this skin-to-skin manifestation of love comes the deepening of the inter-personal relationship between a baby and its mother. Sleep-test studies done on babies and mothers reveal that breast-fed babies have the same emotional content to their dreams, the identical sleep patterns. When the mother is upset, the baby is upset. When the mother is serene, the baby is serene. Bottle-fed babies dream differently, as if they were strangers. These, we believe, are objective measurements of subjective hypotheses.

THE SUPERSENSORY RANGE OF THE SUBCONSCIOUS

Olfactory-gustatory sensations have a place on the subconscious level. We do know that your George can taste and smell. Evidence of spiritual mediumship contact with surviving Georges reveals that the soul no longer handicapped by the body has a far greater range of smells and fragrances in a greater spectrum, as well as taste.

In the field of memory, all animals have a prodigious long-term memory. In your subconscious George is a perfect electro-magnetic tape recorder that has recorded every experience that ever happened to you, and is capable of being re-played when set at the proper time. The conscious mind has a short-term memory. What effect does a long-term memory have on you as an individual? You are a mosaic of all your past experiences. You are a conglomeration of what has been. Everything you are today depends on what you have been. Utilizing new aspects of awareness that we never utilized before in treating patients by psychoanalysis helps to make weak people strong, guilty people responsible, and teaches individuals how to better themselves. This is what God put that subconscious mind there for!

(Dr. Bradley practices Obstetrics and Gynecology in Denver, Colorado. He has appeared on many, many radio and TV interview programs. He and his wife have written a book, "Psychic Phenomena; Revelations and Experiences", $6.95 at bookstores. This contains authenticated cases from their files of over 28 years of psychic research: floating objects (telekinesis), power of prayer on plants, telepathy, prophetic dreams, life after death and reincarnation.)

* * *

"REST FROM THE GRUELING TOIL OF PHYSICAL LIFE"

"Man comes out of the great Cosmic Mind and returns to the great Cosmic Mind. Were it not for the fearful thing you call death, man could never come into his own. To live in the physical body forever would be truly a hell. God has so designed man that he may go away for a time and rest from the gruelling toil of physical life, so that when he returns he will be fresh and new.

"The church of today, and always, as far as I know anything about, sidestepped deliberately the issue of reincarnation. I did the same -- not so much that I did not wish to believe it, but more that I actually did not know the truth..." Professor Luntz at a 'Robert seance, March 7, 1948, BSRA No. 8-6, 91 pages... $1.50
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF RADIONICS

Part IX, by The Radionist

The late George de la Warr of England, first developed his radionic instrument after seeing the Drown instrument. de la Warr instruments are similar to the Drown instrument in having only a small number of tuning dials, which greatly limits the tuning scope of the equipment, and are also similar in the lack of power for use in treating, lack of a heater for the rubbing-plate or detector element, and lack of a clearing circuit, among other features used on the larger and better radionics instruments that were formerly available in the U.S.

delà Warr instruments differ from Drown instruments in a number of respects, including:

The use of a rotatable magnet,

Connection of each tuning control to a central area or mixing platform, instead of using series connections.

The latter difference changes the resonance characteristics considerably, and one of the results is that diagnostic and treatment rates are not transferrable between the de la Warr instruments and the other makes of equipment.

It is unfortunate that for many years, the entire radionic movement in England has been handicapped by the built-in limitations of the Drown type of equipment. Very recently, we hear that larger instruments are now being produced by another source in England -- the details of their construction have not yet reached us.

George de la Warr established a laboratory in Oxford, England, employed very competent personnel, and a great deal of valuable research, both theoretical and practical, issued from that source. Langston Day's book "New Worlds Beyond The Atom" gave the results of some of the theoretical research. Charting the fundamental ray patterns of the different elements found on earth, was one of the major achievements. On the practical side, the effects of the different frequencies of sound for healing were established, also a great deal of work was done in the use for healing of various electro-magnetic wave patterns, impressed on recording tapes and delivered to localized body areas of the patient by means of vibrator heads driven by tape recorder output.

delà Warr laboratories also originated a radionic camera -- different from the Drown photographic process, in that de la Warr's used an optical system in addition to the radionic connections. But as with Drown's, it would work only when operated by a person with
very special characteristics, so is still in the psychic phenomena realm. There is a great deal more therapeutic freedom in England than in the United States; radionics can be and is openly practised in England, principally by lay practitioners.

There is another radionic instrument available from England, namely that produced by Bruce Copen. He has an organization that issues courses in radionics, Naturopathy, herbal therapy, etc. and advertises from time to time in magazines in the U.S. Unfortunately his instrument is even less adequate than either Drown’s or de la Warr’s. Besides being as small with as few tuning controls, it lacks a rubbing plate. Detection is made with the aid of a pendulum. It is therefore not a true radionic instrument at all, but rather a hybrid affair!

There are a few practitioners who can do excellent work with a pendulum, but they are rare. It seems to us that it is more difficult for most aspirants to achieve accuracy with a pendulum than with a radionic rubbing plate.

Both Copen and de la Warr Laboratories have indulged in the practise of selling their instruments by mail, for those who do not find it convenient to come for personal instruction. To sell any type of radionic diagnostic instrument without personal instruction is in our opinion a very unfortunate practise, since it is very rare that a newcomer entering this field can learn to operate the equipment properly by himself. Personal guidance by an experienced practitioner is essential if the proper technique is to be acquired, and without the right technique, results are likely to lack accuracy.

This completes the review of the various types of radionic equipment that have been developed and utilized during a period of over 50 years. We shall now turn our attention to some fundamental aspects, together with results obtainable and problems involved.

As originally developed, there seemed to be no system or logical correlation between the various radionic tuning rates for conditions and for body organs. This lack of system continued until the early nineteen-thirties, when a remarkable and very fruitful series of experiments were made by an electrical engineer, T.C. Hieronymous, and A. Stanley Rogers, who later became an outstanding teacher of radionics.

The procedure used for these experiments included the use of a battery-operated Calbro-Magnowave radionic instrument by A. Stanley Rogers inside a tent staked down on a Kansas prairie. The tent was completely closed so that one could not see out of it. Hieronymous would bury a quantity of metal at different distances, different depths, and different directions from the tent. Each time the metal was buried, Rogers would operate the Calbro-Magnowave and find out which tunings would most strongly bring in the radiations from the buried metal. This was done day after day until a great deal of data had been accumulated. From this data some very significant
principles emerged. They formed the basis for the first and in fact the only methodical, systematic, scientific system of radionics. These principles will be discussed in the next instalment of this series.

*   *   *

IT IS THE MIND THAT CHANGES THE CELLS

"When a physical organ wastes away the space in the body is vacant; we call that an organic lesion," observed Dr. Cosman.

"So it is, I may say, apparently vacant," replied Arakashi. "To the physical way of looking at it, this is true; and to the man of the medical world it seems logical to suppose that is the end. There is nothing more. Nevertheless, all that has disappeared is the physical construction; the astral construction is still there; and it was out of this that the physical was made. The astral is controlled by the mind, and it controls the physical. Your Master Christ is said to have raised the dead, healed the blind, cured lepers. I am sure in leprosy, doctor, that the organic condition of the body must be pretty well gone, eh?"

"Yes," replied Dr. Cosman.

"Then either the Bible is lying and your Master Christ was given credit for more than he actually did; or there's some truth about the mind -- do you not suppose so?"

"Under the conditions named," said Dr. Cosman, "is it possible for the human being to succeed in that same type of cure?"

"I am almost certain, doctor, that that sort of thing has been done; in fact it was not many weeks ago that we had occasion to somewhat attack Christian Science in its theory; but you see, it is not Christian Science or the teachings of the Christian Scientists that cures the individual; but that the one who is cured has, in some manner, been able to arrange his thought patterns so they act as a curative on the body. Had he faith in any other teachings, he would have received the same results. So the curing does not lie in the one who is performing the art of healing, but it lies in the suggestibility of the mind of the patient."

"Could hypnosis enter here in order to help that patient?"

"Yes, it can. Almost any of your known illnesses -- with repeated doses of hypnosis -- rhymes, doesn't it? -- can be eventually cured. The mind, to begin with, like your good Prof. Luntz says, constructed itself by thought, projecting into time and space etheric constructs or molds. These molds are highly sensitive and are controlled by the physical mind of the individual, but they can be made to vibrate to the mind of another individual by suggestion. I don't think I have said sufficient, at least not so you may be able to present it to other doctors of a more orthodox way of thinking." (BSRA No. 8-C, Seance Memoranda, 91 p., indexed, $1.50).
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FROM FLATHEAD TO MUTTERIN' WIZARD

"Please remove my name and address from your files! Emphatically. I want nothing to do with 'wizards that peep and mutter'. I have been a firm believer in the Bible for many years. My father was a good man until he took up with Spiritualism. My mother was always a good woman. After Dad began to seek familiar spirits he became devilish, chased strange women, and deserted my mother. The two of them had nine children. He had no moral, lawful or spiritual right to break her heart and cause untold suffering! Both now have gone to their graves and will some day meet God at the Judgment. And you, too, as well as I and everyone else, will one day come face to face with the eternal God of the Bible. In that day the Devil and all who serve him will meet their just doom!"

Mrs. H.A.N., Medford, Oregon

KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATH

"You saved my life twice with the information you gave me, regardless of the time it took you, etc. I know I can never repay you what it was worth to me. Here is $30 for some consultation time. I cannot go into the Kabala all the way; for I haven't the temperament for it, although it saved my life. You will understand this I'm sure if you will think back through your efforts to find something to cling to. I am not happy with a formal ritual daily, but only in an emergency, and so I must be quite sincere. You have an opportunity to grow in your work because of the things that happened. I hope there is never a repeat for me. I want and abundant life as Jesus taught. You are well informed and a wonderful instrument for God, but I have to have other means also and you will find that others will suffer greatly unless they are given this kind of consideration, until they can finally come into the place where they know that the Kabala Path is the one path for them. However, with the information God has intrusted you with, you can help many."

H.T., San Marcos, California

Very true, Ritual Magick is not for everyone, especially the Devotional Mystic. There is a Path for everyone and we have discussed the three major Paths and the types that tread them, in the first volume of our lesson series, The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances. This lesson has been one of our most popular lecture subjects, "Are You Pagan, Mystic or Egghead?" (On 5. in tape, 1½ hrs. $4.50.) H.T. phoned me in desperation one morning at 2 a.m. The Deros had him hemmed in, one space-suited goblin at each corner of his bedroom, all firing ray-guns at him. I don't think it was the end of his life, but I did end the nightmare -- without peeping -- by putting down the phone, visualizing H.T. standing beside me, and "muttering" the
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Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. The grateful letter and check a few days later were indications of the effectiveness of the ritual, which is described in full in Part II of the Invisible Reality Behind Appearances. ($2.50). But we could give only temporary relief to this unfortunate man, bedeviled by his own miscreations from past lives as a witch or warlock when he vampirized others with life-sucking, life-destroying thought-forms. Now these children of his mind are haunting him, demanding re-absorption.

"PAID TO THE UTMOST FARTHING"

Aleister Crowley was well aware of this problem of past-life Karma and refers to it briefly in the chapter on the Body of Light, in his book, "Magick, Its Theory and Practice": "... Nothing can upset the sum total of destiny -- everything must be paid for to the uttermost farthing. For this reason a great many (magickal) operations theoretically possible cannot be performed. Suppose, for example, you see two men of similarly unhealthy astral appearance. In one case the cause may be slight and temporary. Your help suffices to restore him in a few minutes. The other, who looks no worse, is really oppressed by a force incalculably greater than you could control, and you would only damage yourself by attempting to help him. The diagnosis between the two cases could be made by an investigation of the deeper strata of the astral, such as compose the 'causal body'. . . . It cannot be too clearly understood that magical force is subject to the same laws of proportion as any other kind of force. It is useless for a mere millionaire to try to bankrupt a man who has the Bank of England behind him."

A DISCIPLE OF HERMES

"Not a day has gone by since our classes ended that I have not gone through the Banishing Ritual at least once, usually before bed in the evening, followed by the Central Pillar exercise, deep breathing and visualization. Visualization has always been my slow spot; so I am very proud to say I have finally been able to clearly visualize the Pentagram and the Six-Pointed Star -- sometimes other things -- but have worked consistently on these. Along with lots of other advantages all these exercises are good mind discipline and I'm very grateful for them. Time to myself is very rare in the daytime because of the children; so I also appreciate having established a time to 'take myself in hand'."

Mrs. A.L., Escondido, Calif.

A MARTYR ON THE MYSTIC PATH

"How beautiful is truth. How beautiful is the letter of Mrs. J.S. in the Jan-Feb Journal. But it is like a tease -- that cannot be for one's self. I have a close friend who is dying of cancer. In her young 50s. How to help her? I, the same age, am barely kept alive now, week to week, with more and more injections of bodily replacements. Where to go? What to do? No one to help, surrounded by the AMA. We read. We know what we are reading, Dr. Abrams, Dr. Drown, Dr. Koch. All we can do is read. Alone in the wilderness."
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Rev. K.W.S.; Vancouver, Wash.
Sounds as though the reverend has resigned himself to fate, another martyr to allopathic medicine. Perhaps he is loaded with guilt complexes because of real or fancied misbehavior in this life, and suffering a fatal disease is just punishment. The "martyr complex" is well known and easily recognized by experienced healers and must be taken into consideration. Such is the power of mind over matter that if the martyr is "cured" of one disease he will quickly mock up another one, his public "sackcloth and ashes".

A TUMOR A DAY IN MANILA

Which reminds us of the revealing experience of an Associate who made the pilgrimage to Manila years ago, for healing at the expert hands of the Espiritistas. Because of a tumor she was concerned about possible cancer. Sure enough, the Espiritista healer located a growth. Her body opened miraculously and painlessly under his dedicated hands. The growth was removed. She could see it and feel it. It was 3-D real. But there was no effort made by the Espiritista or the Associate to go deeper than the physical, to "cut out" the emotional and mental causes of the growth. She returned to the clinic the next day for further treatment by psychic surgery. Low and behold another tumor was found in the same general area. It was removed. She returned on the third day. The performance was repeated. The fourth, fifth and sixth days of her stay in Manila were also repetitions. A tumor was found. It was real. It was removed by real psychic surgery. The miracle of removal by psychic surgery by the Espiritista healer was matched by the miracle of creative thinking by the Associate; not conscious thinking, of course, some part of her generative system was automatically reproducing tumors -- like a stuck phonograph record -- according to a groove or signature cut deeply into her intellect-subconscious years before. After a week of this comedy she finally gave up and returned home uncured. Dare we suggest that the person who can change his mind can change his body?

A MINUTE OF OUR VALUABLE TIME

"The Journal mentions that a large magnet can be used experimentally for self-treatment, but there is no mention of the use of carbon with it. Could you please take a minute of your valuable time to give your thoughts on this? Also, for some strange reason, it seems that 1 in. carbon or graphite rods are impossible to attain here. Would it be possible to buy three or four 6 in. rods from you?"

L.L.H., Lincolnwood, Illinois

The use of carbon with magnet is strictly occult science and appears not to have been discovered by orthodox science. Occult science teaches that the planets -- and moons -- are negative or receiving, and the sun is positive or giving. Carbon represents the sun, magnets the moon; the use of these two in conjunction, by occult logic, establishes a balanced circuit or flow. To date, research by orthodox science is concerned only with the observable phenomena produced by magnetic fields alone; so the research area...
of using carbon also is wide open; and you'll have to build up your own data, using specific cases and specific treatments with and without carbon rod. My own feeling is that even if I were to set up a linear field with two bar or horseshoe magnets -- to lie between them in the field -- I would still like to have a carbon rod in my hand or on my body somewhere. The two horseshoe magnets in the Vetric device can be removed and used for linear field experiments with one's body as the subject or "load".

We had one Associate who built a Vetric device using 300-lb.-pull magnets bought at surplus. But for some strange reason he did not use a carbon rod in conjunction. He told us of successfully treating himself for a three-inch growth on his back. It disappeared in three weeks! But a side reaction seemed to be a growing numbness in his legs. This regressed and disappeared when he stopped treating himself with his huge magnets. Use of a carbon rod in this experiment might have prevented the side reaction. We've had no report from him since, on this.

We sell 1x6 inch carbon rods for a dollar each, postpaid. I believe smaller diameter rods are available from welding supply stores. A bundle of smaller diameter rods should do as well. We hazard a guess that the volume of carbon should equal the volume of the magnet, if possible.

"THE LATEST FORM OF DEVIL WORSHIP" (Concluded from page 3)

colossal and ever-increasing scale, subsidized by governments and universities, endowed by the legacies of the rich, and even promoted by religious institutions. This fact, I think, represents an unparalleled capitulation to evil by the world we live in. Our civilization must have gone completely off the lines.

I am not suggesting that every budding vivisector is a latter-day Faust formally signing his soul away to the devil. The powers of evil work with more subtlety nowadays. They dress up as angels of light and use impressive phrases about the advancement of knowledge and the conquest of disease; and the public is bewitched and swallows all this never pausing to reflect that these lofty aims are not likely to be achieved by means which undermine the moral order and destroy the beauty of God's creation.

What has happened is that the old ideals of goodness, truth and beauty, as revelations of God, have been overthrown and the new idols of knowledge and power (without God) set up in their place: the very snare in which Mephistopheles caught Faust. And the responsibility for this rests chiefly on the men of science, who have made the knowledge and control of matter the supreme value for man.

We need not belittle the real achievements of science, which are capable, if rightly used, of immensely improving the conditions of life for all mankind. We quarrel with the scientists only when they attack the higher values which ought to guide them, or turn their inventions to destructive uses. A great deal of the knowledge
for which the vivisector sacrifices morality and mercy is but spurious and frivolous knowledge, bearing little relation to the serious pursuit of truth. For example, the knowledge, gained by experiment, of how much "shock" and ill-treatment an animal can endure before death supervenes may be highly interesting to disciples of Count de Sade, but how can it benefit mankind? And even if it could, mankind ought to reject it with contempt.

HEARTRENDING MONSTROSAITIES

I would mention here another class of experiments, much in vogue at present and ostensibly more constructive: those which involve the surgical transplantation of hearts, lungs, kidneys and so forth, and incidentally the production of such heartrending monstrosities as dogs living and suffering for a time with two heads -- just to give these clever surgeons a bit of practice. Whether men are really going to be better off when they obtain a brief respite from death as conglomerations of spare parts, is perhaps a matter for debate.

What is certain about this branch of research is that it is already turning this earth into a hell for countless thousands of innocent animals who are paying the price of it; and the prospect, as far as one can see, is a vast and unlimited extension of this kind of hell -- to satisfy, not the requirements of ordinary people, but the craze which has taken possession of surgeons. Already, here in England and in other countries, great breeding stations of a revoltingly unnatural type are springing up and cashing in on this new "breakthrough". Science leads and trade follows the flag. But how can men consent to the patching-up of their mortal bodies by means which involve the degradation of the immortal soul? Or how can any accumulation of technical knowledge compensate for the loss of truth and wisdom about the supreme realities in the highest part of one's being -- the falsifying of one's better self, or what Plato called the "lie in the soul"?

The triumph of cruelty and ugliness in the world today suggests that getting rid of God simply makes more room for the devil. You cannot call it progress when the higher things are sacrificed for the lower. It is a retrogression of culture. The old classical humanism had its defects -- it was never humane enough -- but at least it was anchored on God and conscience and eternal values. When these go and "man is the measure of all things", the lower instincts of human nature, the lusts for power and pleasure and money, automatically take control, and human affairs come to be managed more and more extensively by the technocratic combine of Mephistopheles, Faust and Company. Call it humanism if you will; but a humanism that can stoop to such things as vivisection turns out to be merely the latest form of devil worship! (From the "Anti-Vivisectionist" magazine. Do you suppose Rev. Wrighton has touched on one of the continuing sources of the moral outrage of today's college students, the fact that the medical laboratories of their universities are charnel houses of slaughter for thousands upon thousands of helpless animals every year? The unvoiced cry for justice is heard now!)
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OUR OBVIOUS HOAXER ARTICLES

"I read the article about the supposed astronaut conversations about UFOs and installations on the moon. Seeing that the article was taken from the weekly 'National Bulletin' -- which sounds like a garbage filled newspaper -- I chose not to accept the article as fact, as of yet. It is too unbelievable to be true. Also, I have not seen any major articles or news broadcasts about it. I have sent a letter to NASA requesting information on this supposed conversation. I am deeply disappointed in both your publication and foundation. I can see by looking over this one issue that you are either in business for money only, or you are trying to build up the UFO and occult fields with obvious hoaxer articles. Your UFO articles, in this issue, were very primitive and worthless. You dwell too much on spiritual and pseudo-religious subjects. I am interested in finding out the TRUE answers to the UFO enigma. Deliberate hoaxes cannot help but only hinder the scientific investigations of others. I can't be taken in that easily."

G.B.R., Berwyn, Illinois

We had reservations ourselves about the truth of the Sam Pepper article in the "National Bulletin"; but we have no doubt that the moon is a space base and is inhabited; so in the larger view of this earth-moon binary system, it will help open up people's minds to the truth. The censorship of broadcast material from the Apollo spaceships is openly admitted, by NASA and by the press.

PLAIN TALK WITH A POLTERGEIST

"All of us had a wonderful and instructive visit. We want to thank you for your kind hospitality and the generous amount of time you afforded us. Phoebe was quite impressed by your suggestion on how to handle the Poltergeist that has been apporting a number of our books and was determined to do some very plain talking to him, to let him know how little we appreciated his ghostly activities. Well, it brought results, very unexpected ones. The day after our visit to you, we decided to go to Hemet to do some shopping. It was also a good opportunity to visit an old friend whom we hadn't seen in a long time. During the visit our friend's daughter came in from her job (she works with retarded children) and we were so glad to see her. Then came the big surprise. She said, 'I found some books around the house that I cannot account for. I wonder if any of them belong to you?' Well, they did! Six of them. Now the amazing part of this story is that while these books belonged to us they were not the ones we were looking for. Do you suppose our ghostly friend has a perverted sense of humor and deliberately led us to the return of these books rather than the ones we really wanted? Phoebe is going to give our misleading friend another talking to. She hopes he will respond by leading us to the books we really wanted returned, or perhaps even apport them back.

"The ectoplasm has not been in evidence for quite awhile and I am not sure that I want to see any more of it. There is always the possibility that it may sap some of the strength that Phoebe
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can ill afford to lose."

U.G.K., Romololand, California

This was a rather unusual case of continual loss of vitality with the stuff actually draped here and there about the house as filmy veils of material which could be gathered up and held in the hand. To your director, the rather emaciated appearance of the lady, coupled with a big appetite, indicated an "eating companion". The materialized ectoplasm and the dematerialized favorite books were two ways of attracting their attention and of proving "his" or "its" existence.

BLOOD PURIFIER AND DETOXICANT

"Even when other herbs are being given for any specific ailments, shave grass, chamomile and comfrey should form the major part of them, and where a tonic is needed, Hydrastis Canadensis (Golden Seal) should form the principal ingredients, or Scotch Thistle infusions. In order of usefulness the most perfect herbal remedies as Blood Purifier and Detoxicant are:

1st, Shave Grass; 2nd, Roman and German Chamomile; 3rd, Clover tops or Scotch Thistle. If your ailment calls for a perfect blood purifier, then mix the above in these proportions: 1 part of clover tops or Scotch thistle, 2 parts of chamomile, 3 parts of shave grass or thistle. Half an ounce of the mixed herbs in a quart of cold water, brought to boiling and simmered for ten minutes, and taken in one day, before meals by the cupful."

A.B.D., Drugless Therapist

HYPNOTIC OSCILLATOR?

"Do you have information concerning a German developed machine called 'der Oszillator fur Hypotismus' the hypnotic oscillator? It was developed sometime before 1950."

Dr. Robert H. Morgan
County Bank Building
Delaware, Ohio 43015

No, we dont, but perhaps one of the Associates does have and will be kind enough to write to you about it.

THEY WERE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS!

"The Journal is very informative. I have to compliment you on your courage to tell the truth and help people like Congressman Patman. How could hundreds of congressmen let a President put something like the Federal Reserve Bank over on the country?"

B.R., Portland, Oregon

The Establishment in 1913 got the banking law it wanted and today continues to successfully obstruct passage of banking laws it doesn't want. At least we can give Congressman Wright Patman
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"A" for effort in a life-long but losing effort to make democracy work. The latest mockery of representative government in Washington is the quashing of the Illegal Foreign Bank Accounts bill. Both the Pentagon and the Dept. of Justice were for the bill, being prepared by Chairman Patman and his House Banking Committee. The Pentagon wanted a tough bill because it learned that Communist agents in this country are being paid through numbered Swiss bank accounts. The Dept. of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service wanted it because hundreds of millions of dollars in tax evasions and frauds are made every year through numbered Swiss bank accounts.

Patman was assured of Nixon Administration support when he began hearings on the bill last December. When the bankers heard of this they went screaming to Washington and laid down the law -- of the Establishment -- to Treasury officials, especially Eugene T. Rossides, assistant Treasury Secretary for enforcement, and to IRS Commissioner Randolph W. Thrower. These two men helped Chairman Patman write the bill. When these two men reversed themselves at later hearings, Patman suddenly realized that he didn't have President Nixon's support, even though the President was anxious to collect every possible penny of tax revenue toward a balanced budget! The loudest and most threatening voices against the Illegal Foreign Bank Accounts bill were those of the Bank Of America in California and Chase Manhattan, First National City and Chemical Bank, and the New York Trust Company. The President, himself a former Wall Street lawyer, agreed that this privilege of having secret, numbered Swiss bank accounts should not be curtailed. Rossides told Patman that the bill he helped write was much too strong. The problem was to be turned over to a special Treasury Dept. task force -- in other words, pigeon-holed indefinitely -- headed by Rossides himself, and the task force would report back to Patman "in a few months". So here's another incident to add fuel to the fires of moral outrage already burning in the hearts of the younger generation.

BUILD A SPIRITUAL BANK ACCOUNT

"In the Canadian UFO Magazine called 'Topside', I note on page three of the Winter-Spring 1970 issue, Nikola Tesla has a lot of strong things to say about the monetary interests and the machinations of those he calls the 'money barons'. He says that the conflict will increase between them and the rest of us, with their pulling off many sly tricks. But before the end of this decade he predicts that they will be defeated completely and permanently routed. He says, 'It will be a long, hard fight, with continued strikes, demonstrations and financial hardships for many; but in the end the gains will go to the working masses, who, better educated and better aware of their rights, will win the last battle. Before the end of the decade there will be a crumbling of the power of the monetary barons (who at present control the world economy) and a gradual establishment of a new and more stable system of honest value for work performed. You must however be prepared for continual changes and adjustments over the '70s, some of them most unpalatable to many, as the old order changeth. So, put not your faith in material things, but live each day as though it were your
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last, using every opportunity to do good unto others and thus building up your *spiritual* banking account, which is the only thing you can take with you when your time for transition'.

E.N., San Diego, California

"TOPSIDE", published quarterly at $2.00 a year by the Ottawa New Sciences Club, 95 Centre St., Aylmar, Quebec, Canada.

PRECOGNITION OF THE NEW WORLD

"My house (which is all my lifetimes) burned, room by room and I was told 'This is all finished'. When the last room burned I turned to took to see where I was going next. I was told 'Do not look. You must live by faith for a short time yet'.

"My next scene was the world earthquake where only ten are saved out of thousands. I was not allowed to see any destruction and no one on 'the Path' felt any discomfort in any way; for we were someplace, I do not know where, a remote, sparsely populated spot with a cliff in the near background (This area of Oregon? Ed). We had walked down a shiny road to safety (after being told the quake would come), then we all walked back up the road saying, 'The Bible was certainly right. There are only a few of us left.' We did not even feel pain or concern.

"The next experience was telling me I must learn levitation: being taught to use the palms of my hands held in the air, in the Christ-consciousness; being wrapped all in the beautiful blue of it. . . was in the New World (consciousness). . . the conditions, the life, the most vivid colors and clear, clear atmosphere. . . and oh, the JOY of it all! We will live in the vibrations of Love and Joy, believe me.

"Then I was back in my trailer and shown dry barren dirt for a short distance (the last of this Age) then there was a sparkling river of Life and on the other side was a tall, graceful Tree of Life, all in bloom, a gorgeous shade of deep pink (Love, new birth, New Age, new as in the Springtime). Then a dirty cloud came rolling in and I was told this was the vibration of this Age. Then, 'do not forget what lies behind the cloud'. The great joy I still FEEL!! As the last chapter of Revelations says, 'Christ shall send His Angels to testify unto you. For I come quickly.' By the Father, for the Father, in His Name, let it be so, as we gladly give up all which is of the third-dimension, to turn and walk gladly into the New Dawn." Ruth Lewis.

This inspiring vision is from the Spring 1970 issue of "Star-craft", published by Marianne Francis from her Solar Light Retreat, 7700 Avenue of the Sun, Central Point, Oregon 97501. Subscription is $2.25 a year, published three or four issues a year.
A CANADIAN RADIONIST

"I have both the Copen and De la Warre machines. They are working very good, the only shortcoming is in a way that you have to change location rates in order to eliminate a diseased condition out of the body. To overcome this I once bought the top panel (as scrap) of a Radioclast Model 40 machine and modified it to suit me. The results were in the above respect much better but still not what I wanted. This spring I built a soil treatment machine, which works automatically, there are no dials to change for different elements (rates), all these rates are built right in the machine (altogether about 70 element rates plus about 24 amino acid rates). So far as I tested different vegetables grown, these seem to have responded very well.

"I am planning to build a treatment machine where all the different body locations are built right in. In this way a disease can be eliminated from the body in a much simpler way, without changing and finding where this condition might exist. Before I start to build I am interested to obtain yet another set of rates, which might give me additional material to build right in. If you could obtain for me the radionics rates, such as used by Ruth Drown, could you give me some information where I could obtain them?"

J.S., Hamilton, Ontario

The Rainbow Toner design we published in the Journal some time ago was a general treatment machine, without rates or adjustments, of the kind you speak of. It was designed and built by a radionist who, like you, became tired of making daily adjustments in treatment rates! We do have a typewritten copy of an Atlas of 30 pages of diagnostic rates for a nine-dial circuit. In this a color dial has been added. But, as we understand it, these rates are good only for the circuit or machine from which they have been developed. We have a schematic of this circuit, which isn't too difficult to build, and also a schematic of the treatment machine which goes with it, with brief instructions on operation. Eventually we hope to get this printed but right now all we can furnish is a complete set of photo-copies of the Atlas, drawings, etc. for $10.00, for the borderlander who wants to set up his own research program.

A DAY'S PROPHECIES OF DOOM

The morning LA "Times" comes and columnist D.J.R. Bruckner writes from Europe: "So many people wish us well, and fear some kind of terrible humiliation or disaster is overtaking him (Nixon) and us, in Asia, or in the streets." Later we receive a page of prophecies of "World Famed Astrologer Sybil Leek" in the "National Enquirer" from Associate A.F., Santa Cruz, Cal. Said Sybil to the "Enquirer": "Dear, serene, conservative President Nixon will go out of office at the end of his term not in a blaze of glory, but in a blaze of scandal. He's a typical Capricorn. There's one-sixth of him there to look at, but the hidden five-sixths is what I worry about." Another letter, from Associate P.S., Long Beach, Cal.
contains the front page of the Los Angeles "Free Press" with the headline story, "Will Nixon Cancel The Elections?" And reporter Art Kunkin relays this significant item from the April 24th "Wall Street Journal": "Nixon men find a rumor hard to spike -- that the Rand Corporation 'think-tank' is studying the idea of cancelling the 1972 elections if radicals threaten to disrupt it".

"The story," writes Kunkin, "seems to have been first researched by a William Howard of the Washington Bureau of the very conservative Newhouse newspaper chain and published April 5 in a number of local newspapers. . . despite formal denials from both Rand and the White House. . . interviews with persons close to the Rand Corporation of Santa Monica, California indicate that the White House has indeed ordered such a study and issued instructions that anyone connected with the project is not to discuss it. . ."

Concludes Kunkin: "... Do you think he (Nixon) is beyond cancelling the elections for the sake of instituting a dictatorship and blaming it on the radicals, just as Hitler set the Reichstag fire and blamed the Communists, wrongly, as we know now? If there is any trace of this belief in you, dear reader, history is sure to judge you the fool!"

READY FOR MORE ADVANCED OCCULT WORK

"Thanks for sending the Five Rites of Rejuvenation. I think they are great and am doing them faithfully. When I finish these simple exercises, 21 times for each, I can see how they will keep me youthful. I had never heard of the one turning around to keep the vortexes whirling. It is very effective and I am getting so I can end the 21 spins still standing up! Do you have any unlisted booklets for more advanced occult work?"

Mrs. I.G., Columbia, S.C.

Glad to hear that you, like so many others, have taken up the Five Rites with enthusiasm and have found them effective "rejuvenators", and in truth they are really a preparation for further work in developing emotional control, mental power and Spiritual growth. Lesson Seven, "Your Life In The Four Worlds", the latest addition to our series of occult Studies in the Invisible Reality Behind Appearances, is in final preparation now and should be ready for announcement as available in the July-August Journal. Meanwhile, Parts I and II of the Invisible Reality series, three lessons or chapters each, are still available at $2.50 a copy for each Part. We also have a few copies of complete rituals on hand, for those who feel ready to try their mental "hand" at invoking the gods and evoking the elementals, 50¢ each: "The Second Pentacle of Jupiter" for abundance; and a "Tiphareth Ritual" for contacting the Christ or World Teacher force. This latter is a balancing force which helps to harmonize and stabilize all levels of consciousness and enhance all positive aspects of the personality. Effort of some kind along this line should be made daily by any man or woman of good will.
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UFO AND NEW AGE CONVENTIONS

Congress of Scientific Ufologists, Columbus, Ohio, June 26, 27, 28, 1970. Sponsoring organization: AFSIC, Kevin McCray, Director, 1773 Lattimer Drive, Columbus, Ohio.

Ninth Annual Northwest Conclave On UFO and Space--Summer Seminar Sponsoring organization: New Age Foundation, Inc., PO Box 867, Eatonville, Washington 98328. This Free University program includes sessions on ESP, Natural Foods, Astrology, Psychocybernetics, Color Therapy, Organic Gardening, Astronomy, Aura & Clairvoyance. Write for complete program info and dates. Wilderness Survival will be one of the main topics studied this year, with weekend trips into the wilderness area around Mt. Rainier.


"THE STRANGE WORLD OF ANIMALS AND PETS"

Vince and Margaret Gaddis, and the Cowles Book Co., New York, have favored us with a review copy of their latest, a fascinating 236 pages of "curious tales of bravery, devotion, genius, kindness, wizardry, precognition, telepathic communication and kinship with men", and reading it is a welcome antidote to the horrifying work of the vivisectors portrayed by Rev. Wrighton in the lead article of this Journal, "The Latest Form of Devil Worship". The Gaddises must have spent many years collecting these heart-warming stories and anecdotes about animals, tied together with professional skill, and presented with the broader view and understanding which only years of background in metaphysics and borderland research could give. Here is one of the more occult examples, the experience of Richard Bethell, present at the opening of King Tutankhamen's tomb:

"The day was absolutely still when the tomb was opened, but as we started to enter, a miniature sandstorm arose and swept along the desert almost to the mouth of the tomb, swirled around for a moment then disappeared. No sooner had this strange wind dropped, than a hawk (which was the symbol of Horus, supreme god of old Egypt) swept out of the east, hovered over the tomb, and then soared off into the desert. I felt a tense feeling of awe, and the urge to turn back." This is a hard-cover book, $5.95.

THE RODS OF POWER

Speaking of King Tut reminds us that we have a picture of one his statues in our files, holding the Rods of Power, magnetic iron in one hand and hard coal carbon in the other, for extra energy. Proof that this ancient energy "therapy" works is in the repeat orders for the $5 set of magnet-assembly and carbon offered in the last Journal. "Please send me another of your Magnetic Vitality Kits, price $5. I have only had the one you sent me two days, and like it; so I need another for my daughter's use. Also send me one..."
copy of Vitic brochure No. 11 on Magnetic Vitality, price $1.25, check for $6.25 attached.  

Miss G.N., Memphis, Tennessee

"UFOs: OPERATION TROJAN HORSE"

Well, Saucer researcher John A. Keel has finally come out with his magnum opus on UFOs. On the dust jacket of this hard-cover publication of G.P.Putnam's Sons, 200 Madison Ave., New York 10016, $6.95 it says: "Mr. Keel's revelations about the origin of unidentified flying objects, the forces that control them, and their apparent intentions toward mankind will astound every open minded reader -- for he rejects the outer-space or extraterrestrial theory and offers one that state bluntly that UFOs are ultraterrestrial, existing in our own environment on a different space-time continuum from ours. This is a sober book, and Mr. Keel's voice is a sober voice, a warning voice that exposes a possible grave danger to our world today -- one that we cannot safely ignore."

To BSRAssociates there should be nothing "astounding" about Keel's thesis of the 4-D origin of Flying Saucers, because this is how he verified it, in Meade Layne's "Coming of the Guardians"! But then having thoroughly documented the real existence of the Invaders and thus re-discovered what Charles Fort had learned two generations earlier, "We are property", in his last chapter Keel falls back on Papa Government as the only safe and sane refuge in all this occult madness. For instance, "The real truth is that the UFO cultists have been played for suckers for years, not by the government, but by the phenomenon", and this, "Let's not underestimate the skill of our intelligence organizations. Let's assume that they have figured all of this out many years ago and that they are coping with in their own way as quietly as possible... 'dont knock the CIA, please'." If Keel had made clear for whom the CIA is collecting this intelligence -- the people -- or the religious-industrial-military Establishment that runs the country for a profit, he might have earned more respect from us; but at least he is honest enough to admit that he was an Army propagandist in earlier years. He was also an atheist when he started his search in 1966; but instead of throwing up his hands in disgust as do most hard-headed researchers; he changed his outlook by straight dealing "with thousands of honest, sincere witnesses by mail, phone, and in person. My skepticism has melted away, and I have turned from science to philosophy in my search for the elusive truth." One unanswered question is who financed John Keel's three-year pilgrimage for enlightenment; for there were hundreds of long-distance phone calls, endless cross-country trips to track down contactees and interview Saucer sighters, and an impressive postage bill, not to mention the freedom to do it all without having to report to a daily job. The five-page Selected Bibliography at the end of the book, and the eight-page index are invaluable study aids; they also are indications of affluence which would be the envy of many another journalist looking for a sympathetic publisher.
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THE COMING OF THE GUARDIANS - Compiled and written by Meade Layne, contains the 4-D explanation of the origin of the Flying Saucers, Biographical notes on the Inner Circle Controls, Inner Circle Communications concerning UFOs. Rolf Telano material on the Guardian Venusian Viknors, the Mark Probert meciun- ship, the Venusian UFOs and kinds of Propulsion, Their program for Earth, 19 paragraphs on the impossibility of deep space travel in an ordinary physical body (now being admitted by NASA and Russian space doctors), and Chart of the Etheric Zones around the earth, where points of contact are easiest. 90-page mimeo book - $3.00.

SECRET CITY IN THE VALLEY OF MYSTERY - Ted Ilion's visit to underground Holy City in Tibet, abode of the self-styled Ruler of the World and of the soul-less Black Brotherhood who worshipped him. Ilion escaped to bring his information to an incredulous world. 49 pages, mimeo. $1.25

* * *
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